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OTTAWA - CANADA

: EXPORTS :. OUR CHARGE - OUR CHALLENGE

An address by 1,dr. M. W . Mackenzie, Deputy
Minister of Trade and Commerce, at the
Fifth Annual Meeting and Convention of The
Canadian Exporters' Association, at Toronto
on October 22, 1948 .

. I thought that what I should do to-night would be to

discuss with you some of the basic factors that have a bearing on the
all-important question of the outlook for our foreign trade . A lotof what I shall. have to say will not be cheerful, but I inow you would
xant me to be frank and not to glose over difficulties that undoubtedly
do exist and will continue for some time to come, -

First of all, let us look for a minute at sone of the salient
features of Canada 's present position . Our foreign trade to-3ay is running
at the record level of ,ÿ6 billion a year and our balance with the United

States, which is the most critical and vulnerable aspect of our trade,
has improved impressively . I make no apology for introducing some
statistical references . The statistics in this case are pretty impressive .
~e are to-day the third largest trader in the world ; our total trade tc -day
is greater in value than was that of the United States before the iWar ;
our exports to-day are double the per capita exports of the United States,
the United 8ingdom or of any other major trading nation .

In the face of these facts, it may seem surprising'that I
should deliberately choose this occasion to sound a sour note vrhich, I should
like to add, though of real concern, is not a raven°s croak . My concern
in respect of the future of Canada's foreign trade, a concern which I know
is shared by you gentlemen here, has to do in part only with the absolute
volume of our trade and the related problems of our balance of payments .
Of perhaps more concern is the future composition and direction of our
foreign trade .

We must, of course, recognize that the tremendous volume of our
present trade is, in large measure, a result of the wartime destructio n
and the vacuum thus created. Germany's trade, for example, was about three
times ours before the war, and our trade is now three times hers . Japan's
trade was about equal to ours before the war and it is now about one-eighth
of ours . The elimination of these two important trading nations is one of
the reasons for the present volume of our trade .

But the very reasons which have contributed to our volume have
brought difficulties . Many of these difficulties, while stemming from the
root cause of the dislocations of war, take their tangible form as trade
controls adopted to meet particular problems . The methods by which these
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problems are met are those which the peoples and governments of the various
countries deem best under a21 circumstances . Some are designed to meet
balance of payment$problems, such as import controls designed to limit
expenditures of scarce currency; others are the consequence of price support
or other policies designed to maintain employment and level out the peaks
and valleys of price movements . But the fact remains that practieally all
countries of commercial importance, and particularly those that are
experiencing difficulties in their international balance of payments, are
using in greater or lesser degree the technique of direct trade controls . '
It is, however, not my purpose to argue here the pros and cons of the
various methods by which these problems are being or Qould be met in this or
any other country . ltuch time and thought has already been given to these
subjects both in Canada and in numerous international meetings, and the
discussions should, and undoubtedly will, continue . Strong views are held
in different quartera on these subjects and there will always be arguments
as to the degree to which one method or another should be used to achieve
the desired results. -

What I should like to do to-night is to start from the premise
that, whether we like it or not, and irrespective of the particula r
technique that is used in any country, the trade of a large number of our
traditional customers is going to be regulated for as far ahead as one -
cares to look these days . The particular method by which the trade is
regulated, whether it be.by a direct import prohibition, by a system of
multiple exchange rates, by rigorous customs administration, or .simply
by high tariffs, may often appear as the direct cause of our trouble ; -
but the simple fact is that the dislocations of the War, coupled with
increased concern in most countries over the stability of prices and the
maintenance of employment, add up to only one result -- regulation of
trade . Furthermore, it is the case that a good deal of this regulation
is designed towards exchange conservation, with the inevitable tendency
to favour imports of raw materials rather, than manufactured goods . For
example, in the case of the United gingdom one only has to recognize the
impact of the loss of that country's foreign investments, from the revenue
on which she used to pa y for a large part of her imports, to see the
obvious pressures that develop to protect domestic industry, to do without
imports of anything that can be manufactured domestically and to spen d
the country's limited resources on raw materials and basic foodstuffs rather
than on manufactured goods. -

In looking at the Canadian position I have mentioned foreign
trade first, ..but one must also look at the other main pillar, or, if I may
mix a metaphor to 311ustrate my point, the other main-spring of our economy --
the level of cur domestic investment . There is an important relationship
between these two -- foreign trade and domestic investment -- and we are -
very dependent on maintaining this relationship as a harmonious and '
closely coordinated working arrangement if we are to maintain a high leve l
of employment and income . It is an interesting coincidence, but just a
coincidence, that our exp orts this year will be about ~3 billion and our
domestic investment about ~3 billion .

The volume of Canadian domestie investment since the War has bees
as impressive as the volume of Canadian foreign trade . Again, to give you
some statistics, in the four years 1945-48 we have made a larger investment
in manufacturing enterprises and utilities, and for that matter in all
forms of business, than we made in the four boom years 1926-29 and the
four pre - ►ar years 1936-39 added together . The wartime elimination of the '
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trade of Germany and Japan that, I mentioned a minute ago is one of the
factors tbat has forced.Canadian industriak development . -The necessary .
post-was relief and reconstructionis another . . Our.total new capital,, .investment this year la, as I

:have said, of the order of $3,billion . About, <. half of. this: total is in manufacturing plants and utilities, with manu- ; .- . .
facturing plants aecounting for about $600 million . Here we have e seri©us
dilez®a developing . On the one hand, we are engaged in the greatest capital
investment boemt that this country has ever -lnownand yet, while our domestic
industry is expanding and improving its competitive position,our traditional,
foreign markets. for,manufactured products .are closingb

r . . , .. , , , _ .. ,, . . .-
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' `, while the fundamental reasons for the loss oi ;these markets .is .deep-seated, the problems are brought into focus and to some extent sharpened

Recovery Programme to the maximum of- our ability . -- Nevertheless, we must : . -

by the Marshall Plan or, as it is now known, the European Recovery'Programme,`
.I do not wish to be misuax{erstood on thie point . We are ail deeply
appreciative of the magnificent measures vwhich -the . United States has taken .,
to assist European reaovery .: Canada will derive great benefits .frbm these . .measures and- we are eo-operating with the, United States in the European -

recognize that the Furopean Recovery Programme e-will not solve our problem sthat,: even when it has run its course and the recipient countries aré able to '
stand on their own feet, that is, without direct outsïde ass :Lstance, they .
will still be a long way from being open for 'business as usual' ; and, -
furtheralore, that the programme itself has some, unfevourable implications fo rus . , .

In the first place, the programme eontemplatesÇa four-year per•
during which it is recognized that the European recipient countries will lod,
not be able to make both ends .meet and will,be dependenti on some form of -
outside assistance--- the .direct aid reducing aa the period progresses and .
as recwery proeeeds . European countries are, therefore, -under strong
pressurer to provide for themselves and for each other . Furthermore, by
reason of the financïal . and trading relationships between certain of the ;
recipient countries and other parts of the worldp particularly the relation-
ship between the' United Kingdom and the sterling area, the necessary dollar .
conservation programme will probably extend in increasing measure to even -
more of our traditional markets. , ,

V'= . ° . Still another aspect is that the FsoC,A,s which, in this age
of using initiale rather than names is the designation of the United States ,
organization in charge of the programme, naturally favours purchases of United
States rather than Canadian manufactured products, :where manufactured
produots' are judged essential to the programme of any of the recipient
countries . In the same way, when ar~y product of the .United States is in ,
surplus supply, which surplus is judged by the American authorities to re
burdensome, it folYofwsD wfth some justification, that United States supplies
only may be--financed under the plan, : . . -

"- t" The impact of all this has fallen to some extent on our agr~
icultural products, but in particular it .is hitting our export manufacturing
industries . The net effect is to increase the importance of many of ou r
raw material supplies from Canada, but to w.eaken our competitive position it~
the more profitable field of manufactured exportso -
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~Ye are thus concerned with the possible need of re-orientating .
an important portion of our foreign trade . I need not labour the importance
of maintaining our present volume of trade, and of domestic investmen t
based on it, if we are to maintain our present level of employment and inoon~ . . ;
This seems to me a joint responsibility of both Canadian exporters and the
Canadian Government .

By joint responsibility I mean that our manufacturers must not

only be able to compete efficiently, but must also search out every possible

foreign market, and that the Government must use all -thepowers at :its .

disposal to minimize such discrimination against Canadian products as does

exist . I would like to use the ~prd 'sliminate''but I think that 'minimize °

is more realistia ,

It is equally important to consider what basic redirection of our

trade may be necessary. A comforting devélopment in this connection'is the

strides we have already made in expanding our markets in the United State s

and improving our balance of trade with that country. In this connection it

is interesting to note that, on a most conservative basis of estimate, between

40 and 50 per cent of the ~600 million invested in martufacturing enterprises

in 1946 will effect immediate and direct gains in our U .S . dollar sales, or

reductions of our U .S, dollar imports. - -

In the first nine months of 1948 we have whittled our adverse

merchandise trade balance with the United States down from ~720 million to

ê267 million, This is an improvement averaging ~50 million a month . We have

done this in spite of some deterioration in the terms of trade resulting from

the higher prices for American coal, steel and oil . It is the most tangible _

evidence possible that Canadian industry has nvar come of age and can,_in an

increasing number of lines, compete with any company in any country., The

Geneva Trade Agreements were one important step in making it possible for

Canadian industry to compete on equal terms and it has been frequently stated

that the Government will continue to press for the expansion of these agreements

and further relaxation of trade barriers, with particular reference to the

American market . The theme for your Conference is well ohosen, for withou t

any doubt the Canadian export industry is to-^ay facing :a major challenge, ,

but one which I am sure it will not fail to meet .

It is, of course, relatively easy to point out the problems

and to drrel3 on the diPficulties . Much more difficult is the, job of finding

the ahswers and deciding on the steps to be taken, No one, I suggest, knows

the complete ansvrer, but perhaps a brief review of some of the developments
of our external trade in the last few months may point up some of the avenues

of promise as against the rocky and, to some extent, impassable roads that

I have been discussing so far .

Undoubtedly, the market whieh must command our first attention
is the United States . In the f irst nine months of this year we hav e
increased our exports to that market by just over- $300 million . Admittedly,

the great bizlk'of this increase is in primarÿ produçts and what might be

described as semi manufactured goods . I mean such things as refined metal,

lunber, newsprint and agriculturaï products . But, if you will sfudy the

trade statistics which are now avaiïable in detail for the first six months

of the year, and which will shortly be available for the first nine months,

you will find some surprising increases between this year and the corres-

ponding period of 1947 . The figures involved to date have been small an d

it would be quite wrong to suggest that the improvement in our position with

the United States is to any important degree the result of the export of

highly manufactured products . But the point I want to make is tha.t, under

the stress of the loss of other markets, and the pressures resulting from

our own exchange conservation programie, which, as you know, contains some

element of bonus for additional exports, there have been sales to the United

States of goods which one would not ordinarily expect to find us selling

in that market . I could make some of these increases in exports sound very
startling by expressing them in percentages, because heretofore the export s

soosee /have been
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have beem negl"igible. Percentage figures9 however, would be,quite mis~
leading . Herâ , however, are a few of the items picked at, random .fi°om the
trade statistics.:-

Jams, jellies and preserves : .
Processed fish

Woollen outer garments and sundry :clothing

i,eather

Canned meat s

Domestic washing machine s
Typewriters

Plated silverware

®ircraft parts

And so the list goes on a

It may well be that in many of these cases there was some special
reason or situation that made the sale possible . Practically all of these
transactions are, of course, private .sales and the Government has no direct
knowledgé of the particulars . But the fact remains that sales are being made
in an ever-increasing range of coasnodities to the United States, even uTider .
existing tariff rates and with such difficulties as do arise in the
administration of customs regulations . Faced as we are with the loss of an

important and increasing part of our traditional markets for manufactured

goods, there would seem to be every reason to justify Canadian exporters

undertaking the most thorough and complete study of the United States market

that is possible .

Canadian companies which are branch plants of American parent
companies have an added opportunity to develop new markets . In the course of
our administration of the Energency Exchange Import Control we have had occasion
to discuss these matters with hundreds of such branch plants, and in a sur-
prising nwnber of cases it has been possible to develop new export busines s
with the United States and other dollar markets . Sometimes this takes the

form of markets, previously served by the American parent company, being

turned over to the Canadian plant . In some cases the Canadian plant has

specialized on one particular model and been given the rights to export tha t

model to the world. In other cases the Canadian plant has been given the

opportiUnity of making certain components and shipping these to the parent

company 3.n the United States . Examples of products that have been handled

in this way are typewriters, washing machines, film packs, locknuts, sewing

machines, radios and electrical goods . In many cases the results of these

arrangements do not yet appear in the trade statisticsn but the exploratory

work has been done and orders have been placed .

It would, I think, be difficult to over-emphasize the importance
of the American market, but there are also other markets which should not be

overlooked . Here again, I have in mind not so r.much our balance of payments
problem as the position of, say, a small Canadian manufacturer who find s
himself losing his traditional markets in the British 'West Indies or other

parts of the sterling area . Ythat I have said about the potentialities of the

United States market is, I believe, true, but obviously it wïll not be open to

all our exporters who may lose markets elsewhere . Some there will be who,

despite their best endeavours, just can°t get into that market under present

circumstances . To them I suggest a study of trade statistics of some of the

markets that have not been traditional outlets for Canadian products . Don't

just study Canadian trade statistics, but look at the total imports of those

oountries and see the sources from which they are now drawing their supplies .

. . . . . .ftry the
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Try the Belgian Congo, Burme~, Madagascar, Portuguese Africa and `others . Lou
will find that they are importing a great variety of manufaQtured products ._-
Canadian trade with these areas is relatively small, but it is . amazingly
diversified and I cannot believe that there are not opportunities for expansion
of such volume as now exists and for the .development. of. ;uther similar anrkets .

It was in an endeavour to stimulate thi.s sort of trade that the
Canadian International Trade Fair was conceived .and brought into being this
year. Ddany of you, by reason of your own f .ndividual participation, or through
your Association's official representation at the Fair,- do hot need to be told
much about it. Let me juat mention, however, that the products of some 1450
manufacturers from 28 different countries vrere on disp3ay. Most of these, of
course, were from Canada, but about 43 centt ôf'- .a`hejti"ca~ frôm fp~éign . ;=
countries . Altogether, businessmen from 70 countries attended . It is our
hope that the Fair to be held next year from May 30 to June 10, 1949, will be
such as to attract a greater attendance from abroad =- bo .th in exhibitors and
buyers ., .. ~.

.~ . . . . . ~ . - ..- _ -
Gentlemen, in trying to sketah in the picture as I see it I have,

I am afraid, used a good deal of purple . This vraa done 'deliberately. . That •
there are difficulties oannot be denied, and I have not wanted to gloss over,-
them. But there are also opportunities and let us not forget that we live in
a land that is the ernvy of abost of the rest Of the world . Your Convention ;
theme was, I repeat, well chosen -- "$xports -- our ohargel -- our challenge :"


